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A path-breaking history of how the United States
superseded Great Britain as the preeminent power in
the Middle East, with urgent lessons for the present
day We usually assume that Arab nationalism
brought about the end of the British Empire in the
Middle East--that Gamal Abdel Nasser and other
Arab leaders led popular uprisings against colonial
rule that forced the overstretched British from the
region. In Lords of the Desert, historian James Barr
draws on newly declassified archives to argue
instead that the US was the driving force behind the
British exit. Though the two nations were allies, they
found themselves at odds over just about every
question, from who owned Saudi Arabia's oil to who
should control the Suez Canal. Encouraging and
exploiting widespread opposition to the British, the
US intrigued its way to power--ultimately becoming
as resented as the British had been. As Barr shows,
it is impossible to understand the region today
without first grappling with this little-known
prehistory.
A cadet encounters hazing and racism at an elite
military academy in this novel from the #1 New York
Times–bestselling author of The Prince of Tides. As
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Will McLean begins his studies at the Carolina
Military Institute, the American South is in turmoil
over desegregation. An outsider to the harsh
authoritarianism of the military, Will survives the
school’s notorious freshman hazing, and avoids
attention from its fabled and menacing secret
society, the Ten. But when he is asked to mentor the
school’s first black student, Will is drawn into the
intense racial politics—and the threat of
violence—simmering beneath the surface. Based on
Conroy’s own military school experience and
featuring his lush prose and richly drawn characters,
The Lords of Discipline is a powerful story of a young
man’s stand for justice and the friendship, love, and
courage he finds along the way.
The Wheel of Time ® is a PBS Great American
Read Selection! Now in development for TV! Since
its debut in 1990, The Wheel of Time® by Robert
Jordan has captivated millions of readers around the
globe with its scope, originality, and compelling
characters. The Wheel of Time turns and Ages come
and go, leaving memories that become legend.
Legend fades to myth, and even myth is long
forgotten when the Age that gave it birth returns
again. In the Third Age, an Age of Prophecy, the
World and Time themselves hang in the balance.
What was, what will be, and what is, may yet fall
under the Shadow. On the slopes of Shayol Ghul,
the Myrddraal swords are forged, and the sky is not
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the sky of this world; In Salidar the White Tower in
exile prepares an embassy to Caemlyn, where Rand
Al'Thor, the Dragon Reborn, holds the throne--and
where an unexpected visitor may change the
world.... In Emond's Field, Perrin Goldeneyes, Lord
of the Two Rivers, feels the pull of ta'veren to
ta'veren and prepares to march... Morgase of
Caemlyn finds a most unexpected, and quite
unwelcome, ally....And south lies Illian, where
Sammael holds sway... TV series update: "Sony will
produce along with Red Eagle Entertainment and
Radar Pictures. Rafe Judkins is attached to write
and executive produce. Judkins previously worked
on shows such as ABC’s “Agents of SHIELD,” the
Netflix series “Hemlock Grove,” and the NBC series
“Chuck.” Red Eagle partners Rick Selvage and
Larry Mondragon will executive produce along with
Radar’s Ted Field and Mike Weber. Darren Lemke
will also executive produce, with Jordan’s widow
Harriet McDougal serving as consulting producer."
—Variety The Wheel of Time® New Spring: The
Novel #1 The Eye of the World #2 The Great Hunt
#3 The Dragon Reborn #4 The Shadow Rising #5
The Fires of Heaven #6 Lord of Chaos #7 A Crown
of Swords #8 The Path of Daggers #9 Winter's Heart
#10 Crossroads of Twilight #11 Knife of Dreams By
Robert Jordan and Brandon Sanderson #12 The
Gathering Storm #13 Towers of Midnight #14 A
Memory of Light By Robert Jordan Warrior of the
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Altaii By Robert Jordan and Teresa Patterson The
World of Robert Jordan's The Wheel of Time By
Robert Jordan, Harriet McDougal, Alan Romanczuk,
and Maria Simons The Wheel of Time Companion
By Robert Jordan and Amy Romanczuk Patterns of
the Wheel: Coloring Art Based on Robert Jordan's
The Wheel of Time At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Since the Turks first shattered the glory of the
French crusaders in 1396, the Ottoman Empire has
exerted a long, strong pull on Western minds. For six
hundred years, the Empire swelled and declined.
Islamic, martial, civilized, and tolerant, in three
centuries it advanced from the dusty foothills of
Anatolia to rule on the Danube and the Nile; at the
Empire's height, Indian rajahs and the kings of
France beseeched its aid. For the next three
hundred years the Empire seemed ready to collapse,
a prodigy of survival and decay. Early in the
twentieth century it fell. In this dazzling evocation of
its power, Jason Goodwin explores how the
Ottomans rose and how, against all odds, they
lingered on. In the process he unfolds a sequence of
mysteries, triumphs, treasures, and terrors unknown
to most American readers. This was a place where
pillows spoke and birds were fed in the snow; where
time itself unfolded at a different rate and clocks
were banned; where sounds were different, and
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even the hyacinths too strong to sniff. Dramatic and
passionate, comic and gruesome, Lords of the
Horizons is a history, a travel book, and a vision of a
lost world all in one.
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize “Erudite, entertaining
macroeconomic history of the lead-up to the Great
Depression as seen through the careers of the
West’s principal bankers . . . Spellbinding, insightful
and, perhaps most important, timely.” —Kirkus
Reviews (starred) “There is terrific prescience to be
found in [Lords of Finance’s] portrait of times past . .
. [A] writer of great verve and erudition, [Ahamed]
easily connects the dots between the economic
crises that rocked the world during the years his
book covers and the fiscal emergencies that beset
us today." —The New York Times It is commonly
believed that the Great Depression that began in
1929 resulted from a confluence of events beyond
any one person's or government's control. In fact, as
Liaquat Ahamed reveals, it was the decisions made
by a small number of central bankers that were the
primary cause of that economic meltdown, the
effects of which set the stage for World War II and
reverberated for decades. As we continue to grapple
with economic turmoil, Lords of Finance is a potent
reminder of the enormous impact that the decisions
of central bankers can have, their fallibility, and the
terrible human consequences that can result when
they are wrong.
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Presents a history of the epic battles, the indomitable
ships, and the men--from extraordinary leaders to
seductive rogues--who established Athens'
supremacy, taking readers on a tour of the far-flung
expeditions and detailing the legacy of a forgotten
maritime empire.
"The ultimate chronicle of the games behind the
game."—The New York Times Book Review Baseball
has always inspired rhapsodic elegies on the glory of
man and golden memories of wonderful times. But
what you see on the field is only half the game. In
this fascinating, colorful chronicle—based on
hundreds of interviews and years of research and
digging—John Helyar brings to vivid life the
extraordinary people and dramatic events that
shaped America's favorite pastime, from the deadball days at the turn of the century through the great
strike of 1994. Witness zealous Judge Landis banish
eight players, including Shoeless Joe Jackson, after
the infamous "Black Sox" scandal; the flamboyant
A's owner Charlie Finley wheel and deal his star
players, Vida Blue and Rollie Fingers, like a deck of
cards; the hysterical bidding war of coveted free
agent Catfish Hunter; the chain-smoking romantic, A.
Bartlett Giamatti, locking horns with Pete Rose
during his gambling days of summer; and much
more. Praise for The Lords of the Realm "A mustread for baseball fans . . . reads like a suspense
novel."—Kirkus Reviews "Refreshingly hard-headed .
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. . the only book you'll need to read on the
subject."—Newsday "Lots of stories . . . well told,
amusing . . . edifying."—The Washington Post
From the bestselling author of Saban, 4th and Goal,
and Sowbelly comes the thrilling, untold story of the
quest for the world record tarpon on a fly rod—a tale
that reveals as much about Man as it does about the
fish. In the late 1970s and early 1980s, something
unique happened in the quiet little town on the west
coast of Florida known as Homosassa. The best fly
anglers in the world—Lefty Kreh, Stu Apte, Ted
Williams, Tom Evans, Billy Pate and others—all
gathered together to chase the same Holy Grail: The
world record for the world’s most glamorous and
sought-after fly rod species, the tarpon. The anglers
would meet each morning for breakfast. They would
compete out on the water during the day, eat dinner
together at night, socialize and party. Some harder
than others. The world record fell nearly every year.
But records weren’t the only things that were
broken. Hooks, lines, rods, reels, hearts and
marriages didn’t survive, either. The egos involved
made the atmosphere electric. The difficulty of the
quest made it legitimate. The drugs and romantic
entaglements that were swept in with the tide would
finally make it all veer out of control. It was a
confluence of people and place that had never
happened before in the world of fishing and will
never happen again. It was a collision of the top
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anglers and the top species of fish which would lead
to smashed lives for nearly all involved, man and fish
alike. In Lords of the Fly, Burke, an obsessed tarpon
fly angler himself, delves into this incredible moment.
He examines the growing popularity of the tarpon, an
amazing fish has been around for 50 million years,
can live to 80 years old and can grow to 300 pounds
in weight. It is a massive, leaping, bullet train of a
fish. When hooked in shallow water, it produces
“immediate unreality,” as the late poet and tarpon
obsessive, Richard Brautigan, once described it.
Burke also chronicles the heartbreaking destruction
that exists as a result—brought on by greed,
environmental degradation and the shenanigans of a
notorious Miami gangster—and how all of it has
shaped our contemporary fishery. Filled with largerthan-life characters and vivid prose, Lords of the Fly
is not only a must read for anglers of all stripes, but
also for those interested in the desperate yearning of
the human condition.
Theories of Empire, 1450-1800 draws upon published
and unpublished work by leading scholars in the history
of European expansion and the history of political
thought. It covers the whole span of imperial theories
from ancient Rome to the American founding, and
includes a series of essays which address the theoretical
underpinnings of the Spanish, Portuguese, French,
British and Dutch empires in both the Americas and in
Asia. The volume is unprecedented in its attention to the
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wider intellectual
were situated - particularly the discourses of universal
monarchy, millenarianism, mercantalism, and federalism
- and in its mapping of the shift from Roman conceptions
of imperium to the modern idea of imperialism.
NEW YORK TIMES EDITORS’ CHOICE • A deeply
reported, searingly honest portrait of the death penalty in
Texas—and what it tells us about crime and punishment
in America “If you’re one of those people who despair
that nothing changes, and dream that something can,
this is a story of how it does.”—Anand Giridharadas, The
New York Times Book Review WINNER OF THE J.
ANTHONY LUKAS AWARD In 1972, the United States
Supreme Court made a surprising ruling: the country’s
death penalty system violated the Constitution. The
backlash was swift, especially in Texas, where
executions were considered part of the cultural fabric,
and a dark history of lynching was masked by gauzy
visions of a tough-on-crime frontier. When executions
resumed, Texas quickly became the nationwide leader in
carrying out the punishment. Then, amid a larger wave of
criminal justice reform, came the death penalty’s
decline, a trend so durable that even in Texas the
punishment appears again close to extinction. In Let the
Lord Sort Them, Maurice Chammah charts the rise and
fall of capital punishment through the eyes of those it
touched. We meet Elsa Alcala, the orphaned daughter of
a Mexican American family who found her calling as a
prosecutor in the nation’s death penalty capital, before
becoming a judge on the state’s highest court. We meet
Danalynn Recer, a lawyer who became obsessively
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to unearthing the life stories of men who
committed terrible crimes, and fought for mercy in
courtrooms across the state. We meet death row
prisoners—many of them once-famous figures like Henry
Lee Lucas, Gary Graham, and Karla Faye Tucker—along
with their families and the families of their victims. And
we meet the executioners, who struggle openly with what
society has asked them to do. In tracing these
interconnected lives against the rise of mass
incarceration in Texas and the country as a whole,
Chammah explores what the persistence of the death
penalty tells us about forgiveness and retribution,
fairness and justice, history and myth. Written with
intimacy and grace, Let the Lord Sort Them is the
definitive portrait of a particularly American institution.
An absorbing, minute-by-minute account of the demise
of the "unsinkable" Titanic, the massive luxury liner that
housed a French "sidewalk cafe" and a grand staircase,
among other extravagances, but failed to provide enough
lifeboats for the 2,207 passengers on board. Reissue.
A hidden labyrinth beneath the Canadian wilderness
where dwarfish Lords and Ladies ride humans like
horses - and plot the final downfall of mankind. Bart
Dybig is a "Steed", but one gifted with mental and
physical abilities unsuspected by those who have
enslaved him. Soon, he vows, he will surprise the Lords
and escape to the world above - if there's a world to go
back to. For the Earth Lords are building a doomsday
device of unimaginable power to completely destroy
mankind. Only Bart and his strange heritage can stop
them.
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Imagine,
if you can, the world of business - without
corporate strategy. Remarkably, fifty years ago that's the
way it was. Businesses made plans, certainly, but
without understanding the underlying dynamics of
competition, costs, and customers. It was like trying to
design a large-scale engineering project without knowing
the laws of physics. But in the 1960s, four mavericks and
their posses instigated a profound shift in thinking that
turbocharged business as never before, with implications
far beyond what even they imagined. In The Lords of
Strategy, renowned business journalist and editor Walter
Kiechel tells, for the first time, the story of the four men
who invented corporate strategy as we know it and set in
motion the modern, multibillion-dollar consulting industry:
Bruce Henderson, founder of Boston Consulting Group
Bill Bain, creator of Bain & Company Fred Gluck,
longtime Managing Director of McKinsey & Company
Michael Porter, Harvard Business School professor
Providing a window into how to think about strategy
today, Kiechel tells their story with novelistic flair. At
times inspiring, at times nearly terrifying, this book is a
revealing account of how these iconoclasts and the
organizations they led revolutionized the way we think
about business, changed the very soul of the
corporation, and transformed the way we work.
From the early sixteenth to the early nineteenth
centuries, Spain was regarded as a unique social and
political community--the most exalted, the most feared,
the most despised, and the most discussed since the
Roman Empire. In this important book, Anthony Pagden
offers an incisive analysis of the lasting influence of the
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Empire in the history of early modern Europe
and of its place in the European and SpanishAmerican
political imagination.
Intense, erotic, and enigmatic, Jim Morrison's persona is
as riveting now as the lead singer/composer "Lizard
King" was during The Doors' peak in the late sixties. His
fast life and mysterious death remain controversial more
than twenty years later. The Lords and the New
Creatures, Morrison's first published volume of poetry, is
an uninhibited exploration of society's dark side -- drugs,
sex, fame, and death -- captured in sensual, seething
images. Here, Morrison gives a revealing glimpse at an
era and at the man whose songs and savage
performances have left their indelible impression on our
culture.
Lords of All the WorldIdeologies of Empire in Spain,
Britain and France C.1500-c.1800

After discovering the true nature of the One Ring,
Bilbo Baggins entrusts it to the care of his young
cousin, Frodo, who is charged with bringing about its
destruction and thus foiling the plans of the Dark
Lord.
Earth is long since dead. On a colony planet, a band
of men has gained control of technology, made
themselves immortal, and now rules their world as
the gods of the Hindu pantheon. Only one dares
oppose them: he who was once Siddhartha and is
now Mahasamatman. Binder of Demons. Lord of
Light.
"In this extraordinary volume, Krishan Kumar
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provides us with a brilliant tour of some of history's
most important empires, demonstrating the critical
importance of imperial ideas and ideologies for
understanding their modalities of rule and the
conflicts that beset them. In doing so, he interrogates
the contested terrain between nationalism and
empire and the legacies that empires leave
behind."--Mark R. Beissinger, Princeton University
"This is an excellent book with original insights into
the history of empires and the discourses and
rhetoric of their rulers and defenders. Kumar's writing
is lively and free of jargon, and his research is
prodigious. He manages to bring clarity and
perspective to a complex subject."--Ronald Grigor
Suny, author of "They Can Live in the Desert but
Nowhere Else": A History of the Armenian Genocide
"A masterly piece of work."--Anthony Pagden, author
of The Burdens of Empire: 1539 to the Present
The only true and unedited telling of the life of
Christ—his life and times, in historical context, but not
lacking the psychology behind his physical being and
spirit. Unlike other books seeking to strip Jesus' story
to reveal only the human being, Romano Guardini's
The Lord gives the complete story of Jesus
Christ—as man, Holy Ghost, and Creator. Pope
Benedict XVI lauds Guardini's work as providing a
full understanding of the Son of God, away from the
prejudice that rationality engenders. Put long-held
myths aside and discover the entire truth about
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God's only begotten Son.
The third novel in the internationally bestselling
White City Trilogy sees Kraken on the hunt for a
murderer whose macabre crimes are lifted straight
from history. Kraken is enjoying life as a family man,
content to spend his days with Alba and their young
daughter Deba. But there's no rest for the weary,
especially when you're the most famous investigator
in Vitoria. Kraken and Esti are charged with
investigating the mysterious disappearance of two
sisters and finding it hard to make any headway
when a wealthy businessman's murder appears to
shine a light on the case. The man was poisoned
with a medieval aphrodisiac--a crime that has eerie
similarities to one detailed in the novel everyone in
Vitoria is buzzing about. When the two sisters are
discovered trapped behind a wall--bricked up
alive--the parallels to the novel are undeniable. With
the author's identity a closely held secret, will Kraken
be able to track down the killer before they can strike
again? Or will Vitoria's sordid underworld finally
break Kraken, and his family, apart. A VINTAGE
CRIME/BLACK LIZARD ORIGINAL
It's been years since anyone has seen Noble
Vincent, the player that brought down World-Tree
Online's tyrannical moderator. Even with a lifetime of
perceived experiences in the game, he still has
centuries to go before the update finally ends and
the people trapped in the game are freed. After
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taking a long vacation and traveling to many worlds,
he realizes its time to get his team back together so
they can try to reach the top of the WorldTree.However, Vincent's goal will eventually lead
him to Styxis, a world consumed by a never-ending
war. His path will bring him at odds with Noah, a
former member of the Great Vanguard. Noah's team
climbed higher than any other before the angels
crushed them, but like Vincent, he's a man that
obsessively chases his goals no matter the
challenge.Noah's choices will lead him and many
others down a path that will push the strongest
players of the game to their limits. When Vincent
gets caught in Styxis's never-ending war, he too will
have to decide how far he's willing to go just to win.
The publication of the King James version of the
Bible, translated between 1603 and 1611, coincided
with an extraordinary flowering of English literature
and is universally acknowledged as the greatest
influence on English-language literature in history.
Now, world-class literary writers introduce the book
of the King James Bible in a series of beautifully
designed, small-format volumes. The introducers'
passionate, provocative, and personal engagements
with the spirituality and the language of the text
make the Bible come alive as a stunning work of
literature and remind us of its overwhelming
contemporary relevance.
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies
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the ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of
allegorical visions, grisly images and numerological
predictions. According to these, empires will fall, the
"Beast" will be destroyed and Christ will rule a new
Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.
Allie is about to discover a heritage of power…and
blood…werecreatures, magic, and a misguided vampire who
wants to kill two men who could be the loves of her life. Allie
was adopted. She had always known it, but when a
mysterious older woman shows up and invites her to learn
about her birth family, things take a turn for the odd. Then
Allie meets the Lords. Twin Alpha werewolves who rule over
all North American werecreatures, Rafe and Tim may look
exactly alike, but Allie can tell them apart from the moment
they first meet. She’s not sure what to think when they both
want to claim her as their mate. They are dominant, sexy, and
all too ready to play games of the most delicious kind with
her, but when a rogue vampire threatens her safety, they
jump to her defense. It will take all of them working together,
to stop the evil that has invaded their territory. Can they trust
in each other and the power of their new love to prevail? Or
will an ancient enemy win the day and usher evil incarnate
back into the world? Note: This is the first book in the Tales of
the Were series, which stretches out to encompass several
related storylines and sub-series that follow different sets of
characters in different parts of the world. Sub-series include:
Tales of the Were – The Others Tales of the Were –
Redstone Clan Tales of the Were – String of Fate Tales of the
Were – Grizzly Cove Tales of the Were – Gift of the Ancients
Tales of the Were – Jaguar Island Tales of the Were – Big
Wolf Tales of the Were – Lick of Fire Tales of the Were –
Gemini Project Tales of the Were – Guardians of the Dark
...and the related series… Brotherhood of Blood
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William Golding’s
and the savagery of humanity comes to Penguin Classics in a
stunning Graphic Deluxe Edition with a new foreword by Lois
Lowry As provocative today as when it was first published in
1954, Lord of the Flies continues to ignite passionate debate
with its startling, brutal portrait of human nature. William
Golding’s compelling story about a group of very ordinary
boys marooned on a coral island has been labeled a parable,
an allegory, a myth, a morality tale, a parody, a political
treatise, and even a vision of the apocalypse. But above all, it
has earned its place as one of the indisputable classics of the
twentieth century for readers of any age. This Penguin
Classics Graphic Deluxe Edition features an array of special
features to supplement the novel, including a foreword by
Lois Lowry, an introduction by Stephen King, an essay by E.
M. Forster, an essay on teaching and reading the novel and
suggestions for further exploration by scholar Jennifer
Buehler, and an extended note by E. L. Epstein, the publisher
of the first American paperback edition of Lord of the Flies.
For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading
publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world.
With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a
global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and
across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to
provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and
notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors,
as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning
translators.
To the classical civilizations of Greece and Rome, the Celtic
warrior of the late Iron Age was the archetypal barbarian:
savage, undisciplined, and bloodthirsty. In a clash of cultures
that lasted almost 500 years, the rich and vibrant society in
which he lived, fought, and died was virtually destroyed,
becoming the stuff of myth and legend. Covering the period
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first mention of the Celts by ancient Greek writers to
the Roman conquest of Britain, this book examines the Celtic
warrior, his society and his place within it, and the conflicts
that would eventually destroy his world. Beautifully illustrated
with many examples of Celtic art and craftsmanship, this book
provides a fascinating insight into a culture whose legacy has
endured to the present day.
Guardian Book of the Day New Statesman Book of the Year
History Today Book of the Year Times Literary Supplement
Book of the Year BBC History Magazine Book of the Year
'Bustles impressively with detail and anecdote' --Sunday
Times 'Consistently fascinating' --The Spectator 'Beautifully
written and deeply researched' --The Observer 'Barr draws on
a rich and varied trove of sources to knit a sequence of
dramatic episodes into an elegant whole. Great events march
through these pages' --Wall Street Journal Upon victory in
1945, Britain still dominated the Middle East. She directly
ruled Palestine and Aden, was the kingmaker in Iran, the
power behind the thrones of Egypt, Iraq and Jordan, and
protected the sultan of Oman and the Gulf sheikhs. But her
motives for wanting to dominate this crossroads between
Europe, Asia and Africa were changing. Where 'imperial
security' - control of the route to India - had once been
paramount, now oil was an increasingly important factor. So,
too, was prestige. Ironically, the very end of empire made
control of the Middle East precious in itself: on it hung
Britain's claim to be a great power. Unable to withstand Arab
and Jewish nationalism, within a generation the British were
gone. But that is not the full story. What ultimately sped
Britain on her way was the uncompromising attitude of the
United States, which was determined to displace the British in
the Middle East. The British did not give in gracefully to this
onslaught. Using newly declassified records and longforgotten memoirs, including the diaries of a key British spy,
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James Barr
tears up the conventional interpretation of this era
in the Middle East, vividly portraying the tensions between
London and Washington, and shedding an uncompromising
light on the murkier activities of a generation of American and
British diehards in the region, from the battle of El Alamein in
1942 to Britain's abandonment of Aden in 1967. Reminding
us that the Middle East has always served as the arena for
great power conflict, this is the tale of an internecine struggle
in which Britain would discover that her most formidable rival
was the ally she had assumed would be her closest friend.
Reviews for A Line In The Sand:- 'Masterful' --The Spectator
'With superb research and telling quotations, Barr has
skewered the whole shabby story' --The Times 'Lively and
entertaining. He has scoured the diplomatic archives of the
two powers and has come up with a rich haul that brings his
narrative to life' --Financial Times
“Covenant is [Stephen R.] Donaldson's genius!”—The Village
Voice He called himself Thomas Covenant the Unbeliever,
because he dared not believe in this strange alternate world
on which he suddenly found himself. Yet the Land tempted
him. He had been sick; now he seemed better than ever
before. Through no fault of his own, he had been outcast,
unclean, a pariah. Now he was regarded as a reincarnation of
the Land's greatest hero—Berek Halfhand—armed with the
mystic power of White Gold. That power alone could protect
the Lords of the Land from the ancient evil of the Despiser,
Lord Foul. Except that Covenant had no idea how to use that
power. . . .
This book, the first to compare theories of empire as they
emerged in, and helped to define, the great colonial powersSpain, Britain, and France-describes the different ways and
arguments these countries used to legitimate the seizure and
subjugation of aboriginal lands and peoples."Learned, wideranging and important. . . . Pagdens willingness to examine
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empires in tandem is as rewarding as it is
innovative."-Linda Colley, London Review of Books"An
impressive book, erudite and lively. . . .The book succeeds as
an exercise in drawing together the interpretive treatises of
three empires over three centuries and showing, often subtly
but at times explicitly, their similarity."-William D. Phillips, Jr.,
American Historical Review"This volume . . . provides an
excellent commentary on the imperial ideologies of three
major European powers during the early modern era. . . . This
is a book to which scholars will return time and again. I
certainly found it intellectually stimulating."-Chandra R. de
Silva, Sixteenth Century JournalAnthony Pagden is Harry C.
Black professor of history at the Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore. He is also the author of European Encounters with
the New World: From Renaissance to Romanticism and
Spanish Imperialism and the Political Imagination, both
published by Yale University Press.
Grier’s fiery passion for Salena might be everything his
dragon ever wanted but loving her might just lead to the
destruction of everything he’s trying to save. From NY Times
& USA TODAY Bestselling Author, Michelle M. Pillow, the
much anticipated dragon shapeshifter romance, Qurilixen
Lords! With all that is happening in his land, the upcoming
shifter mating ceremony is the least of Grier’s concerns.
Even though he is heir prince of the dragonshifters, he
doesn’t have the authority needed to help the humans
stranded in dragon territory, nor can he banish those who
ruthlessly control them. Yet honor demands he finds an
opportunity to intervene, and he hopes that doing so won’t
start a war the shifters can’t win. Discovering his destined
mate couldn’t have come at a worse time. Salena knows
what it is like to be a pawn of the Federation. They might
have kidnapped her and brought her to this strange territory,
but she will never do what they want of her… what everyone
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her. The last thing the fugitive needs is the very
public attention of a fierce dragon prince claiming they’re
fated by the gods—even if the sexy man makes her burn in
more ways than one. Praise for Dragon Prince “Filled with
intrigue and adventure, Dragon Prince: A Qurilixen World
Novel is an exciting new spinoff in a rich and intricate
universe. Michelle Pillow creates characters to cheer for, to
hope with, while building worlds that are portals for the
imagination. Truly, Ms. Pillow is a master of futuristic
fantasy.” - Yasmine Galenorn, NY Times, Publishers Weekly,
& USA TODAY Bestseller "Michelle M. Pillow crafts an
incredible story. Paranormal romance as hot as dragon fire!" Gena Showalter, NY Times & USA TODAY Bestseller
"Sometimes you just need to gobble up the insane goodness
that is dragons, and Michelle has been aiding in that addiction
for fifteen years." - Eve Langlais, NY Times & USA TODAY
Bestseller “Michelle Pillow weaves a fantastical tale of
dragon shifters, full of rich world-building, action and
adventure, along with a sexy love story. This entire series is
not to be missed!” - Bianca D'Arc, USA TODAY Bestseller "A
wonderfully sexy tale filled with romance and dragon-shifters
that draws you in from the first page and doesn’t let go. The
Qurilixen Lords series is one you don’t want to miss!" - Mina
Carter, NY Times & USA TODAY Bestseller Genres: Dragon
Shapeshifter, Paranormal, Science Fiction, Fantasy, Fated
Mate, Alpha Male, Alien Romance, futuristic romance, fated
mate, comedy, shapeshifter romance, dragon shifter, Science
Fiction & Fantasy, prince, Dragon Romance, Shifter
Romance, Sci-Fi, Alien Romance, Paranormal Romance,
futuristic, nobility, royalty, action and adventure, romantic
comedy, fantasy, sci-fi, First Contact, dragon-shifter, hea,
humorous romance, romantic adventure, sfr, space
exploration, weredragon Length: Long Novel A Qurilixen
World Novel The Qurilixen World is an extensive collection of
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fantasy, and science fiction romance novels by
award-winning author, Michelle M. Pillow, and includes
several series installments: Dragon Lords, Lords of the Var,
Space Lords, Captured by a Dragon-shifter, Galaxy Alien Mail
Order Brides, Dynasty Lords, Qurilixen Lords, and more.
Imagine a world without color, illuminated by a gray sun....
Imagine a sudden brilliant flash -- an artificial orb ignites, filled
with peculiar impossible light. . . . The nature of this light
bears no description. It lingers in dreams, inciting an
unrequited love for a goddess. A corrupt city is shaped like a
perfect wheel, and is ruled by a sister and brother, Regent
and Regentrix, by perverse desires, and by a secret. . . . A
loyal warrior woman swears to serve a mysterious lord. At the
same time, an epic invasion is precipitated by a being of utter
darkness, who is the one absolute source of black in a
monochrome silver world. And amid all this, flickers an
ancient memory of a phenomenon called Rainbow and of
those who had once filled the world with an impossible thing
called color. . . . Lords of Rainbow.

Christians face a conundrum when it comes to
naming God, for if God is unnamable, as theologians
maintain, he can also be called by every name. His
proper name is thus an open-ended, allencompassing list, a mystery the Church embraces
in its rhetoric, but which many Christians have found
difficult to accept. To explore this conflict, Valentina
Izmirlieva examines two lists of God’s names: one
from The Divine Names, the classic treatise by
Pseudo-Dionysius, and the other from The 72
Names of the Lord, an amulet whose history binds
together Kabbalah and Christianity, Jews and Slavs,
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Palestine, Provence, and the Balkans. This
unexpected juxtaposition of a theological treatise
and a magical amulet allows Izmirlieva to reveal
lists’ rhetorical potential to create order and to
function as both tools of knowledge and of power.
Despite the two different visions of order represented
by each list, Izmirlieva finds that their uses in
Christian practice point to a complementary
relationship between the existential need for God’s
protection and the metaphysical desire to submit to
his infinite majesty—a compelling claim sure to
provoke discussion among scholars in many fields.
The novel's protagonist is a British Roman Catholic
priest, Father Percy Franklin, who looks identical to
the mysterious U.S. Senator Julian Felsenburgh of
Vermont. The senator appears as a lone and
dramatic figure promising world peace in return for
blind obedience. No one quite knows who he is or
where he comes from, but his voice mesmerizes.
Under his leadership, war is abolished. Felsenburgh
becomes the President of Europe, then of the world,
by popular acclaim. Everyone is fascinated with him,
yet still no one knows much about him. People are
both riveted and frightened by the way he demands
attention. Most follow without question. Having been
a close observer of President Felsenburgh's rise,
Father Franklin is called to Rome, a Hong Kong-style
enclave ruled by Pope John XXVI and raised to the
College of Cardinals. Meanwhile, defections among
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bishops and priests increase. At Cardinal Franklin's
instigation, the pope abolishes the Eastern Catholic
Churches and forms a new religious order, the Order
of Christ Crucified. All its members, including the
Pope, vow to die in the name of the faith.
It's Midsummer Night – no time for dreaming.
Because sometimes, when there's more than one
reality at play, too much dreaming can make the
walls between them come tumbling down.
Unfortunately there's usually a damned good reason
for there being walls between them in the first place
– to keep things out. Things who want to make
mischief and play havoc with the natural order.
Granny Weatherwax and her tiny coven of witches
are up against real elves. And they're spectacularly
nasty creatures. Even in a world of dwarves,
wizards, trolls, Morris dancers – and the odd orangutan – this is going to cause trouble... Adapted by
Terry Pratchett's long-time collaborator Stephen
Briggs, this play text version of Pratchett's
bestselling Discworld novel Lords and Ladies wittily
and faithfully reimagines the story for the stage.
Engulfed in the darkness of Irian Jaya's Snow
Mountains live the Yali, naked cannibals who call
themselves lords of the earth. Yet, in spite of their
boldness, they live in terror and bondage to the
women-hating, child-despising gods they serve.
Missionary Stan Dale dared to enter their domain
and be an instrument to change their future. Peace
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Child author, Don Richardson, tells the story of Dale,
his wife, his companions and thousands of Yali
tribesmen in Lords of the Earth. This unforgettable
tale of faithful determination and zeal against
overwhelming odds brings unlikely characters
together in a swirl of agony and bloodshed climaxing
in a dramatic, unexpected ending. Readers will find
their perceptions of how God moves enlarged and
inspired by this classic story. For parents and youth
leaders looking for real-life role models for the new
generation of young people, you will want to meet
the Dales in Lords of the Earth.
Dating can be weird. You already know that. And
you've probably had your share-or more than your
share-of relationships that have gone south, but do
you know why?It's time to meet the Lords: Lord
Journeyman, Lord Contradiction, Lord FOMO, Lord
Layaway, Lord Self-Absorbed, Lord At Your Peril,
Lord Good Guy; Not My Guy, and Lord My Guy.
These are the men, the archetypes, that litter the
landscape of the dating world, and when you see
them for who they are, you might start making
different choices about who you spend your time
with. Join authors Jes Averhart and Terresa
Zimmerman in this funny and insightful romp through
their own dating lives as they show you who they
date, why they date them,and what they've learned.
"A world made by the Eight Creators on which to
play out their games of passion and power, Paradise
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is a sprawling, diverse, often brutal place. Men and
women live on Paradise as do dogs, cats, ferrets,
goats, and horses. But dinosaurs predominate:
wildlife, monsters, beasts of burden--and of
war"--Amazon.com.
Takes a critical look at the international business of
charity and relief efforts, exposing the bureaucratic
inefficiency
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY BUZZFEED • “An engrossing picaresque
quest, a love story, and a moving character study . . .
[Karen] Lord is on a par with Ursula K. Le
Guin.”—The Guardian A proud and reserved alien
society finds its homeland destroyed in an
unprovoked act of aggression, and the survivors
have no choice but to reach out to the indigenous
humanoids of their adopted world, to whom they are
distantly related. They wish to preserve their
cherished way of life, but doing so may mean
changing their culture forever. Working together to
save this vanishing race, a man and a woman from
two clashing societies will uncover ancient mysteries
with far-reaching ramifications. And as their mission
hangs in the balance, the unlikely team—one cool
and cerebral, the other fiery and impulsive—just may
find in each other their own destinies . . . and a force
that transcends all. Praise for The Best of All
Possible Worlds “[A] fascinating and thoughtful
science fiction novel that examines] adaptation,
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social change, and human relationships. I’ve not
read anything quite like it, which makes it that rare
beast: a true original.”—Kate Elliott, author of the
Crown of Stars series and The Spiritwalker Trilogy
“Reads like smooth jazz comfort food, deceptively
familiar and easy going down, but subtly
subversive.”—Nalo Hopkinson, Los Angeles Review
of Books “If you want to see science fiction doing
something new and fascinating . . . then you
shouldn’t sleep on The Best of All Possible
Worlds.”—io9 “Rewarding science fiction for
emotional grown-ups.”—Mysterious Galaxy “[A]
marvelously formed universe.”—The A.V. Club “A
rewarding, touching and often funny exploration of
the forms and functions of human culture.”—SFX
“The Best of All Possible Worlds . . . poses an
interesting question: What parts of you do you fight
to preserve when everything you know suddenly
changes?”—Associated Press
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